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THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
AS WORLD LITERATURE
John Bunyan
and
George Simeon Mwase
in
Nyasaland
Isabel Hofmeyr

or some decades now, the question of how to read
literature globally has dominated theagenda of literary
studies. As Emily Apter indicates, whether phrased as
world literature, cosmopolitanism,literary transnationalism, postcolonialism or diasporic studies, various theories have emerged to conceptu
alize and analyze transnational literary systems.'

' Emily Apter,"Global Translath: The Invention'of Comparative Literature, Istanbul, 1933,"
Cri6tal Inquiry 29.2 (2003): 54; David Dainrosch, What b World Uteratunf (Princeton and
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2003); Franco Moretti, "Conjectures on World
Literature,"
January-February (2000): 54-68.
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Central to these debates has been the question of how to
operationalize such systems of analysis. The issue is not simply one of
constructing an ever-growing list of books. As David Damrosch has
argued, the term "world literature" does not denote "an infinite,
ungraspable canon of works." Rather it needs to be understood as "a
mode of circulation and of reading." For Damrosch, the category
world literature comprises a set of particular kinds of texts, notably
those which are "actively present within a literary system beyond that
of [their] original culture."^
John Bunyan's allegory. The Tilgrim's Progress, disseminated by
Protestant missionaries to most parts of the globe and translated into
some 200 languages worldwide, offers an exemplary instance from
which to explore these issues. As I have demonstrated elsewhere, this
opportunity, oddly enough, has never been seized: contemporary
Bunyan scholarship is resolutely national in its focus and concentrates
almost exclusively on Bunyan in seventeenth-century England.^
However, The Pilgrim's Progress never started out this way. Bunyan had
an avowedly Protestant evangelical agenda, and his texts hold transna
tional ambitions. One need only examine the introduction to the
second part of the narrative (published in 1684) where Bunyan lists the
countries to which the first part of his book (which appeared in 1678)
had already traveled:
My pilgrim's book has travelled sea and land...
In France and Flanders where men kill each other
My pilgrim is esteemed a friend, a brother.
In Holland too, 'tis said, as I am told.
My pilgrim is with some, worth more than gold.
Highlanders, and wild-Irish can agree.
My pilgrims should familiar with them be.
Tis in New England.... •*

^ Damrosch, World Literature, 5,4.
'IsabdHofmeyr, Tbe Portable Bu^aii:A TraiauationalHistoiyofTbePi/fftm'tPngrett(ptmcetotK
Princeton University Press, 2004).
* John Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Promts and The Second Part of The Pilgrim's Progress, ed. Roger
Sharrock (1678 and 1684; London: Penguin, 1987), 225.
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As Bunyan indicates, by the late seventeenth century the book had
reached Protestant Europe and the New World. It was to travel yet
further. By the late eighteenth century it had been taken up by the
Protestant mission movement as a key evangelical text and had reached
India and Africa. By the late nineteenth century it had spread to
virtually all those regions of the world were Protestant missions were
to be found.
Against this transnational background, it is of course paradoxical
that the text and its author should be seen today only in national terms.
How did this reversal come about? How was a global writer made
national? There are two nineteenth-century processes—one of
expansion and one of contraction—which explain this paradox. The
first of these involved Nonconformists in England who assiduously
advertised the international mission circulation of their most treasured
writer, still regarded with suspicion by the Anglican establishment.
This Nonconformist publicity served to establish Bunyan as a writer
with "universal" appeal. The second process pertains to the emergence
of English Literature as a discipline, when intellectuals involved in this
movement started to express interest in Bunyan as an important
English literary personality, pardy in response to the Nonconformist
promotion of Bunyan as a "universal" figure. However, Bunyan's
transnational presence proved to be at odds with the project of English
literature, the aim of which was to establish a canon of literary texts
as a marker of racial, cultural and national distinctiveness for Britons.
In this context, Bunyan's longstanding presence in reading communi
ties across the mission empire became a disadvantage and fell almost
totally from view.®
However, with the renewed interest in questions of literary
transnationalism, Bunyan's international presence re-emerges as an
important opportunity to develop debates on world literature. Taking
Damrosch's lead, this article attempts to illuminate the international
dissemination of The Vilgnm's Progress as "a mode of circulation and of
reading." 1 gloss this formulation as "a mode of reading in circulation"
and seek to understand the forms of interpretation produced when
writing and reading are undertaken with the self-conscious awareness
that the text being invoked has been widely circulated.
' Hofmeyr, Portable Butffan, 217-27.
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Michael Warner's recent work on publics and counterpublics
provides a series of propositions which can supplement and extend
Damrosch's ideas.^ For Warner, circulation is synonymous with the
formation of publics. It is not discourse alone that assembles anony
mous and dispersed readers into publics, but the reflexive circulation
of such discourse that is central to the coalescence of public spheres.
How such circulation is imagined becomes the sinews around which
publics take shape. A key methodological move in such an equation
is to pay close attention to how texts dramatize the limits of their
circulation. In Warner's words, "From the concrete experience of a
world in which available forms circulate, one projects a public.. ..This
performative ability depends, however, on that object's being not
entirely fictitious—^not postulated merely, but recognized as a real path
for the circulation of discourse. That path is then treated as a social
entity."'
These ideas are investigated in relation to a case study from
colonial Nyasaland (present-day Malawi in Central Africa) involving
George Simeon Mwase who, whilst in prison in 1931, produced a
manuscript entitled "Dialogue of Nyasaland Record of Past Events,
Environments & the Present Outiook within the Protectorate."
Mwase's manuscript deals ptimarilywith the figure ofjohn Chilembwe,
a Baptist pastor, who in 1915 led a brief but spectacular anti-colonial
uprising in Nyasaland. On his release from prison, Mwase presented a
copy of the typed manuscript to a colonial official who forwarded it to
his superiors. In the 1970s, a scholar, Robert Rotberg, discovered the
manuscript in the Malawi state archives and reissued it under the tide
Strike a Blow and Dir. A Narrative of Race Relations in Colonial Africa.
Historically, the manuscript has considerable interest since it is
probably die only African account of the uprising that has survived.
For our purposes, the manuscript has additional significance as it
provides a detailed insight into how one reader in an early twentiethcentury colonial context formulated a mode of reading in circulation.
As I explain bdow in more detail, the text consciously draws on
The Pilgrim's Progress us a book that has circulated extensively in a variety
of different intellectual circuits: Scottish mission, African Christian and

' Michael Wamet, "Publics and Coxmteqjublics," PubBc Culture 14.1 (2002): 49-90.
' Watner, "Publics," 63.
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African American. Mwase uses Bunyan as a way of inserting his text
into these intellectual circuits and as a way of addressing, even if only
in theory, their various audiences. Mwase's reading of The Pilgrim's
Prognss, then, pays precise attention to the pathways of its circulation
and mohilixes this knowledge in order to insert the text into a hroadet
transnational public sphere. Before proceeding to an analysis of
Mwase's text itself, the context of the Chilembwe uprising will be
outlined since this event figures so prominently in Mvrase's narrative.

* I *
By the late nineteenth century, the area designated Nyasaland had
become a site of competing international interests. Arab slavers,
Portuguese officials, European settlers, missionaries (predominantly
but not exclusively Scottish), and British colonial administrators vied
to assert their authority in the region. Initially the area had been
brought to the attention of European audiences by David Living
stone's travels in the African interior in the late 1850s and early 1860s.
One of Livingstone's projects was to quell the Arab-dominated Indian
Ocean slave trade which reached into the African interior. In his wake
came many more Scottish missionaries as well as British administrators
and settlers, the latter group keen to exploit the possibilities of
cultivating tea, cotton and coffee in the southern Shire highlands of the
region. The Portuguese had designs on the central interior of the
continent. They had long established themselves in entrepots along
the East Coast and as European countries, from the 1880s, scrambled
to colonize the continent, the Portuguese sought to assert their
authority further inland. It \ras, however, the British who were to
prevail, and between1891 and 1893 the area was progressively declared
a British Protectorate.®

'John McCracken, PoSticf and ChtuAani^ in Malawi 1875-1940: The Impac! of theUvingsionia
Mission in the Northern Province {Camhadge: Cambridge University Press, 197'^, 1-16; George
Shepperson and Thomas Price, Independenty^can: John Chilembwe and the Origins, Setting and
Significance of the Nyasaland Native Rising of 1915 (Edinburgh: The University Press, 1958),
11-18.
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As a result of these contending interests, the region was in a state
of upheaval and uncertainty. It was a context which tended to
promote conversion, either to Islam or Christianity, as communities
were forcibly loosened from their previous systems of belief and
obligation. Led by the Scottish, many Protestant mission societies
established themselves in Nyasaland and began the work of setting up
churches and schools. One of their pupils was to be John Chilembwe,
from Chiradzulu in southern Nyasaland. It is unclear when he was
born but estimates range from 1861 to 1872. He attended a Scottish
mission school in Blantyre and thenin 1892 encountered Joseph Booth
(1851—1932), a missionary originally from Derby, England who had
arrived in Nyasaland via New Zealand and Australia. A radical
egalitarian who publicly critici2ed the inequity of the colonial order.
Booth was to find himself at loggerheads with settlers, the colonial
state and, at times, his fellow missionaries. A man of firm opinions, he
often fell out with his colleagues and during the course of his career
Booth was to work with seven different denominational mission
organizations.'
In 1892, Chilembwe began working as Booth's house servant and
soon became an impor tant figure in Booth's Zambezi Industrial
Mission. In 1895, Booth and Chilembwe made a trip to the United
States in order to raise funds for their mission, predominantly on the
African American mission circuit,and while there, Chilembwe enrolled
at the Virginia Theological Seminary and College in Lynchburg.
During his years in the United States, Chilembwe witnessed African
American churches that were free of white control, and in 1899 he
returned to his home in southern Nyasaland to set up the Providence
Industrial Mission, supported by the African American National
Baptist Convention of the United States. While in the United States,
Booth and Chilembwe went their separate ways, although they were to
stay in touch until the latter's death in 1915.'°
The circumstances in which Chilembwe operated in Nyasaland
were difficult. A plantation adjoined his mission and was run by a
particularly brutal settler, William Jervis Livingstone. When settlers
took over tracts of land to establish plantations, many Africans found

'Shepperson and Price,
Sheppefson and Price, 85-123.
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themselves turned from independent farmers into labor tenants on
someone else's property. Many were compelled towork on plantations
under exacting, and at times, brutal labor regimes. Like many white
setders, Livingstone resented missionaries whom he thought of as
giving Africans ideas above their feudally-ordained station, and he
routinely destroyed the small churches that his tenants, many of whom
were congregants of Clulembwe, had constructed. His dislike for
Chilembwe, a missionary and an African, was intense."
Livingstone's attitudes were not unusual and Chilembwe, as a
member of a small African elite, frequently encountered the acrid
forms of settler antipathy directed against mission-educated Afiicans.
One form of ritual humiliation involved forcing Africans who wore
hats (and hence, generally, the African elite) to raise them to any
passing white person. To aggravate circumstances, with the start of the
First World War in 1914, die British conscripted Africans to fight in
the Anglo-German batdes which unfolded in East and Central Africa.
Chilembwe objected publicly to this conscription and wrote a letter to
the Nyasaland Times. The letter was printed in the newspaper but all
copies were then seixed at the behest of the British colonial
authorities." Against this background, Chilembwe began planning a
revolt. As Mwase's book makes clear, Chilembwe took the abolitionist,
John Brown, as his model and sought to emulate his attempt to
precipitate a slave revolt. Chilembwe's exact intentions are not clear
since most of his papers were accidentally burned in 1919. However,
the major historians of the event, George Shepperson and Thomas
Price, indicate that Chilembwe was not seeking a wide-spread uprising
but rather a symbolic martyrdom which he hoped would put pressure
on the coloitial state to initiate reforms. The phrase that Chilembwe
used to summarize his objective was to "strike a blow and die," a
maxim that, as Rotberg indicates, he probably extracted from the
account ofJohn Brown in Frederick Douglass's autobiographical slave
narrative."

" Shepperson and Price, 187-263.
Shepperson and Price, 187-263.
" Robert Rotberg, "Introduction," in George Simeon Mwase, Strike a Blow and Die; A
Marmtive ofBeut ^Relations in CofonialAfiica, ed. Robert Rotberg (Cambridge; Harvard University
Press, 1967), xxiv.
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The uprising began on a Saturday evening, 23 January 1915, when
Chilembwe's troops attac ked a nd decapitated Livingstone on the
neigh-boring estate. Simultaneous raids were carried out on arsenals,
but these met with limited success. Some of Chilembwe's allies who
had promised support did not come through on the day. Within two
weeks, the uprising had been quelled. Chilembwe was shot and killed
in an engagement with a small poUce contingent on 3 February. The
substantial and impressive brick church he had constructed was blown
up. Those identified as leaders of the uprising were hanged. Many
others were indiscriminately rounded up, flogged and imprisoned. For
decades afterwards, the event was seldom discussed by Africans in
public forums since any open discussion of the uprising could still
attract unwelcome interest from the colonial authorities.^'^

* II ^
In March 1931, George Simeon Mwase found himself in the Zomba
Central Prison in Nyasaland having been sentenced to two years for
embe22ling taxes. The details of Mwase's life are obscure. Rotberg
estimates that he was born around 1905 in the Tonga-speaking area of
northern Nyasaland. He received a primary education at Bandawe and
possibly some secondary and technical education at Overtoun, both
institutions run by the Free Church of Scodand. He worked as a postal
clerk, first in southern Nyasaland and then in the neighboring colony
of Northern Rhodesia. In 1922 he returned to Nyasaland to work as a
tax official and subsequendy as a trader. After becoming bankrupt in
1930, he returned to the colonial service as a clerk."
Mwase involved himself in various civic and political organi2ations which lobbied for reforms and greater rights for Africans. He was
a voluminous correspondent and bombarded the colonial state with
letters, tracts and pamphlets all written in his characteristically
idiosyncratic, Tonga-inflected English. He died on 3 August 1962"

" Sheppetson and Price, JndepindentAfiicM, 265-319.
Rotberg, "Introduction," xxxiv-xxxvL
" Rotberg, xxxvi-xxxviiL
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During his time inside, Mwase began working on a manuscript.
Unsurprisingly for a work of prison literature, Mwase modeled the
opening and closing of his book on another great instance of prison
writing. The Pilgrim's Progress." The opening chapter of Mwase's work
is entided "The Author's Apology for his Book" and, although written
in prose, closely mirrors sections of the prefatory poem of the same
name that introduces The Pilffim's Progress. As discussed later on, the
last phrases of Mwase's text mirror the final sentence of the second
part of Bunyan's book.
Between these Bunyan "book ends," we encounter fourteen
chapters which fall into two parts; ten chapters tell the story of
Chilembwe, focusing on his background and education, his character,
and his leadership of the uprising, while the remaining four chapters
focus on a miscellany of issues in colonial Nyasaland of the 1930s,
namely colonial "race relations"; "mulattos"; relations between
Africans and Asians; penal law; and environmental legislation, which
affected Africans who were often prohibited from cutting dovra trees
and hunting game.
How might we begin to make sense of Mwase's use of Bunyan?
One route is to consider the different but related intellectual circuits
through which he would have encountered The Pilffim's Process and
how these manifest themselves in his text. These circuits include the
mission world, the arena of African Christianity, an influential text by
Joseph Booth, and African American networks.
Bunyan in the Mission World. At first glance, Mwase's use of Bunyan
may appear easily explained. Mwase was mission-schooled and so
would have had considerable exposure to The Pilgrim's Progress, a text
widely used and translated by Protestant missionaries. He received his
formal education from Scottish missionaries into whose denomina
tional traditions Bunyan was strongly woven. Not only had the text
played a role in Calvinist traditions of covenanting, but Bunyan's
theology also exercised a strong influence on the Scottish evangelical
revival, which had in turn shaped the Scottish mission movement.'*
Consequently, The Pilgrim's Progress was taught in most mission schools
in Nyisaland in two or sometimes even three languages. One teaching

"There ate other echoes of The Pilgrim's Prog-ess in the text See for example 3,101.
"Hofm jt. Portable Bsuffan, 10.
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method involved memorization and Mwase may have been recalling
the opening section of the book from memory (although he did have
access to some books in prison and may have had the text to hand).
Mwase also had a strong interest in seventeenth-century English
history, a topic he would have been exposed to at secondary school or
through his own reading." He was interested in questions of press
freedom and censorship and vras particularly fascinated by the
seventeenth-century pamphleteer, William Prynne, whom he invokes
in the manuscript. Mwase himself had been involved in various African
organizations and had his fair share of brushes with the colonial
authorities. Given these circumstances, invoking Bunyan, another
seventeenth-century radical, is understandable. Indeed, as others have
noted,^ the religio-political world of colonial Nyasaland, marked by
numerous sects breaking away from white-dominated missions and
claiming the right to interpret the Bible according to their own lights,
was not dissii^ar to that of the mid-seventeenth century. The fact
that the centerpiece of Chilembwe's uprising was the decapitation of
a hated plantation manager further underlines these parallels with
revolutionary England.
One way to read Mwase's text, then, is as an exercise in an anticolonial and anti-mission politics. As we have seen, he scoops out the
one text and inserts his own new matter into the shell that he has
created. The first reading operation we are then required to undertake
is that of comparison; we must compare the narratives he has substi
tuted with that which he has removed. In this regard, the first and
most obvious parallel is between Bunyan's protagonist, Christian, and
Chilembwe: Bunyan's book tells a story of the journey and struggles of
a man called Christian; Mwase narrates the struggles of a man called
Chilembwe. Such a substitution yokes the two together, and so likens
Christian and an anti-colonial martyr, John Chilembwe.
Such an anti-colonial reading of Bunyan is not unusual. As others
have noted,The Pilgrim'sProgress, itself a narrative of the weak struggling
against the strong, was not infrequently used as an intellectual resource
by those involved in anti-colonial uprisings.^' Hill has suggested that
" McCracken, PoBtia,146; Hofineyt, Portabk hmfftm,122-28.
® Sheppetson and Price, Independent Afiican, 263,341.
Christopher Hill, A Tinker and a Poor Man: John Bunyan and his Church, 1628-1688 (New
York: W. W. Norton, 1988); Hofmeyr, Portable Butryau^ Tamsin Sparge, The Writing of John
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such political readings of The Pilgrim's Progress were taken up in explicit
opposition to the evangelical readings of the text propagated by
missionaries.^
From one perspective, then, the invocation of Bunyan appears
relatively straightforward. The Pilgrim's Progress is disseminated by
missionaries and is then taken up by Africans for the purpose of
resisting and subverting colonial and mission ideas. The book moves
from Europe to Africa, north to south. In this journey it shifts from
being an evangelical to a political text, restored, in Hill's view, to its
original radical meaning.
While this analysis has some truth, it needs to be further compli
cated. The Scottish missionaries that Mwase encountered did not only
provide evangelical readings of Bunyan. They would have provided
secular interpretations as well. In the higher levels of secondary
school, Bunyan would have been taught as part of a syllabus on
English literature and history, while in religious settings of the school,
he would have been taught as an evangelical writer. The idea that
missionaries only provided an evangelical reading of the text tended to
be truer of smaller faith or nondenominational mission societies whose
members generally had little theological training and lived by a biblicist
theology in which Bunyan featured prominently. In the case of larger
denominational mission societies, their agents had a broader theologi
cal and, at times, secular training. Indeed some Scottish missionaries
would have been familiar with the emerging discipline of English
literature since Scottish universities, along with English dissenting
academies, were important sites in which English literature as a subject
first took shape.^
Also the idea that African Christians rejected a religious reading
of The Pilgrim's Pro^ss 'm favor of a secular political one is oversimpli
fied. A consideration of the way in which Bunyan was woven into
African Christianities and how Mwase uses these traditions will throw
light on this assertion.

Bunyan (Aldershoc Ashgate, 1997).
^ HiU,^ Tinker, 375-76,380.
" D. J. Palmer, Tht R/xf of English Studies; An Account of the Study of English Language and
Literature from its Origins to the Making of the Oxford English School (London: Oxford University
Press, 1965).
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African Christianity and Bu^an. Africa proved to be one of the
most successful fields of Protestant mission endeavor. Unsurprisingly,
The Pilffim'sProgress,as a seminal text, was translated into eighty African
languages and often became a key reference point in African Christian
traditions. As the text passed into these traditions, it was changed and
reformulated in significant ways. Very often, this transformation began
early on in the translation and dissemination process. Mission
translation was generally undertaken in teams of second-language
missionaries and first-language converts; consequendy, missionaries
could never single-handedly ordain how texts would be translated.
Translations were invariably complex negotiations, with converts able
at times to influence the direction and flavor of translations. Another
factor which allowed converts to imprint their opinion on mission
translation was the way in which mission texts were disseminated.
These were invariably broadcast in bits and pieces as missionaries
experimented with what would work best with their new audiences. It
was a system that could give a deciding vote to popular taste.^"*
Against this background of tmssion dissemination. The Pilgrim's
Progress proved to be a flexible text which could be used in a variety of
religious circumstances. In some cases, the idea of the dream, a
sigmficant form of spiritual communication, was foregrounded. In
other instances, segments from the book were taken up into African
Christian beliefs. One example of this latter process involved the final
scene of the first part of the book where Hopeful and Christian gain
entry to heaven by means of a certificate that has been issued to them
earlier in the journey. This idea of a pass or passport to heaven, which
also reflected the colonial use of documents to control the movement
of subjects, became a standard trope in much popular African
Christianity.^
The idea of The Pilgrim's Process as an African text v^s further
strengthened by the convention of including illustrations showing
African rather than European characters. The first such illustrations
appeared in a southern African translation in 1902 and soon became
widespread. In most cases, the illustrations were line drawings but in
one case in northern Angola, photographs featuring leading Africans

" Hofineyt, Pcrtabk
" Hofmeyr, 137-50.

76-97.
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on a Baptist mission station were used in the Kikongo translation.
One of these men, Nekaka, had been imprisoned by the Portuguese
colonial authorities and parts of The Pilgrim's Process were read as
reflecting his struggles. The text became biography.^
Mwase must have encountered such Africanized illustrations and
would have been aware of the broader African uses of The Pilgrim's
Progress. By the 1930s, there were four translations in Nyasaland, some
of these translated from cognate African languages and "baptized" in
the intellectual traditions of these societies.
Mwase extends these African traditions of Bunyan. By making
Chilembwe the protagonist of his Pilffim's Progress, Mwase again turns
Bunyan's story into biography. One particular struggle that he
foregroionds is Chilembwe's identity as African and Christian. This
need to insist on being simultaneously African and Christian may today
appear strangely superfluous; however, in the context in which Chilem
bwe operated and Mwase wrote, it was necessary to insist on this
identity in opposition to the rabid racism of white settlers who
regarded the two positions as mutually exclusive. Joseph Booth
includes a quotation of such rabid settler discourse in his \ioo\i Africa
for the African:
Attempts to Christianize ["the natives"] have proved worse
than useless. The school Kaffir almost invariably turns out
a blackguard. Our legislature ought to reassert the right of
every white man to whollop his nigget I would not g^ve a
single penny to the cause of missions.... No good teaching
the gospel to these creatures. I hardly think they can have
souls. At any rate, if they have, they are NOT WORTH
SAVING."
Against this background, Mwase seeks to portray Chilembwe as
heroic in both Christian and African terms. The Christian part of the
equation he achieves through invoking The Pilgrim's Progress. The
African emphasis is accomplished through a careful delineation of

^ Hofineyr, 182-83.
"Joseph
Africa for the Africans, ed. Laura Perry (1897; Blantyre: Christian Literature
Association in Malawi, 1996), 63.
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Chilembwe's African credentials. The Erst strategy in this process is to
trace Chilembwe's lineage and ancestry.^ On his mother's side, we are
told, he is descended from a noted seventeenth-century chief, Kalonga
Mphiri, whose suzerainty stretched across most of present day Malawi
Kalonga means "packer" and he obtained this praise name for his
decapitation of his enemies, whose heads he packed into baskets as
trophies. Through these allusions, Mwase inserts Chilembwe into a
royal lineage of chiefs and so stresses his importance and heroism: as
a fearless leader who decapitates his enemy, Chilembwe follows in the
footsteps of his ancestors. Mwase also invokes the literary forms of
chieftaincy and strengthens Chilembwe's heroism by portraying him
through well-known genres: these include the chiefly chronicle, in
which a society's epic history is recorded, and the praise name, the
basic building block of the praise poem or panegyric, one of the most
important forms for celebrating and dramatizing chiefly power.^
Elsewhere, Mwase invokes other traditional forms: at one point in the
text he tells a folktale of a monkey who dares to challenge an elephant
by beating him with a maize stalk. The story is an allegory that
summarizes Chilembwe's uprising: in Mwase's terms, Chilembwe "did
as the old story say[s]."^ Mwase also uses riddles and proverbs, and
the text includes phrases from several languages present in Nyasaland:
Chewa, Yao, Nyanga, Tonga and Arabic. Another indigenizing literary
strategy that Mwase employs is to rely on oral testimony from those
involved in the uprising. In Zomba Prison, one of Mwase's fellow
inmates was Wallace Kamapingo, who had played a role in the uprising.
Sections of Kampingo's testimony are included in the text.^*
Through the invocation of these various forms, Mwase situates
and presents Chilembwe as African, Christian and anti-colonial.
However, a further set of possibilities emerges when we turn to
another text from Nyasaland: Joseph Booth's Africa for the African.

" Mwase, Strikt, 12-19.
® Isabel Hofmeyr, 'Wt Spind our Yean as aTale that isTold": Oral Historical Narmls've in a Soretb
yyrican Chitfdom(Portsmouth: Heinemann,1993); Leroy Vail and Landeg White, Poavrand the
Prase Poenr. Sonthem ^rican Voices in History (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
1991).
" Mwase,
74.
" Mwase, 3,45.^7.
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Joseph 'booth and bunyan. Booth, as we have seen, was an important
early influence on Chilembwe. Booth's book, Africa for the African, was
prepared in 1895 while he and Chilembwe were visiting the United
States to raise funds for mission endeavor in Nyasaland. Funded by Dr.
John F. Wagner, president of Morgan College, Baltimore and published
by the press of the college, the book appeared in 1897 and was
immediately controversial in its appeal for greater rights for Africans
under European colonialism and for African Americans to return to
Africa as setders and missionaries.'^
Booth's book invokes Bunyan in two important ways: first, in a
section at the end of his pamphlet entided "The Author's Apology,"
Booth sets out his biographical experiences as a way of explaining why
he wrote the book; and secondly. Booth addresses imagined objections
to his project of encouraging African American setdement in, and
evangelixation of, Africa in an "Objection" and "Answer" format.
This is precisely the format that we encounter in the prefatory section
to The Second Part of The Pilgrim's Progress, where Bunyan virges his text
to travel to as many readers as possible. The text talks back and raises
a series of problems or "objections" which it imagines it will encoun
ter. In his answers to these objections, Bunyan lays the various
concerns to rest.
Mwase follows the Booth/Bunyan method. Not only does his
"Author's Apology" echo Booth and Bunyan, but Mwase pays close
attention to the idea of question and answer as a form of dialogue, a
key term in the original tide of his text: "A Dialogue of Nyasaland
Record of Past Events, Environments & the Present Oudook within
the Protectorate." Animating Mwase's vision is the question of what
the preconditions for a fair and equal dialogue in a colonial context
might be. This concern with freedom of expression is a strong theme
in Mwase's account and he illustrates the numerous restrictions placed
on African expression through censorship,limited access to education,
and abuses of the rule of law. Mwase, for example, highlights the
censorship that Chilembwe experienced after he sent a letter to the
Nyasaland Times criticizing the conscription of African troops. He also
focuses on the setder custom of using letters as proxies to convict
Africans. In this practice, an African was given a letter outlining some

^ Shepperson and Price, Indepeudrntj^catt, 111.
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supposed offence and he was then sent to the local magistrate, who
would try him on the basis of the evidence in the letter. In Mwase's
somewhat ungrammarical account; "The whiteman was not to appear
in Court at all, but only by his letter. A native was to be punished by
the letter's evidence, which evidence, he could not cross-examine it."^^
Unsurprisingly, given his concern with questions of free expression,
Mwase was interested in William Prynne as a fighter for press freedom:
"May I compare [Chiletnbwe] to a Mr. William Prynne of England,
who in spite of repeated warnings and heavy punishments by imposing
heavy fines and sometime by putting him through a pillory, won the
freedom of press?"^'*
Continuing a tradition that stretches back to Prynne, Booth styles
his text as a polemical pamphlet. Mwase follows in this tradition and
the compendium of issues that he includes in the four final chapters of
his text can be read as a series of pamphlets. This pamphleteering
becomes Mwase's way of writing in terms of a dialogue or conversation
in which he addresses a series of pressing political issues of his day.
The term Mwase uses is "to write dialogue wise," a phrase he adopts
from Bunyan'^ and which Mwase construes as a form of writing
interested in the preconditions for fair and open dialogue.
Seen in this way, it makes sense for Mwase to yoke together The
Pilgrim's Progress, the story of Chilembwe (who fought for greater
freedom of expression), and a series of chapters on the political issues
of colonial Nyasaland in the 1930s.
Once Booth's text is introduced into the equation, the route from
Mwase to Bunyan becomes more complicated than simply a matter of
Europe influencing Africa, of north determining south since we have
to factor in the African diaspora and its African American connection.
African-American circuits. As we have seen. Booth and Chilembwe
had stronglinks with African American Protestantism, which had long
generated its own readings of Bunyan. This narrative of an African
American Bunyan has been set out elsewhere.'® Briefly put, it involves,
on the one hand, a story of The Pilgrim's Prog-ess seeping firom revivalist
Mwase, Strikt,81.
"Mwase, SO.
" Bunyan, Pilffim't Profftts, 48. The phrase is "I find that men (as high as trees) will write /
Dialogue-wise."
" Hofmeyr, Portable Butgan, 86-97.
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movements into the oral and gnostic traditions of slave Christianities
and, on the other, the text entering the discourses of abolitionism. In
these forums, the travails of Bunyan's Christian become those of slaves
or of black people more generally.
While it is unclear whether Mwase was aware of these African
American Bunyans, he does configure the journey of
Chilembwe/Christian through the African diaspora. At one point,
Mwase tells us that Chilembwe, having studied in the United States,
decides to return to Nyasaland: "He then determined to return back to
his country, leaving pleasures of all sorts in America, coming back to
a poor country as this."" The United States, with its promise of
superior material comfort and opportunity (or so at least Mwase
thought), is the City of Destruction. The path to the Celestial City runs
from there via Nyasaland and then on to heaven.
Mwase also adopts the story of John Brown as a way of explaining
his own authorship:
Now after many years, what became of his name [John
Brown]? His name has won a great fame. Up to this time, all
the military troops march on with a song of Mr John
Brown....Although his actions and deeds were seen as
criminal offences. Many years after, wise people examined
[the songs], and found that they were worth while. So they
published them.. .and made it loiown to everyone.'®
In the same way, Mwase sees himself as the person who preserves the
memory of Chilembwe, an act for which future generations will be
grateful.
Thus far, then, we have seen howMwase's use of Bunyan draws
on a range of intellectual circuits: Scottish mission, African Christian,
and African American. From the mission context, Mwase derives the
idea of The Pilgrim's Progress as a book important both in spiritual and
secular terms and a book that can throw political light on the colonial
circumstances in which he finds himself. This political vision is
strengthened by the African and African American traditions, which

" Mwase, Strike,69.
" Mwase, 79.
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construe Bunyan's protagonist as a black figure involved in a struggle
against various orders of oppression. From Booth, Mwase adopts the
idea of polemical pamphleteering as a way of establishing a public
dialogue. By drawing these strands together, Mwase seeks to portray
Chilembwe as an African Christian hero, located in the broader
international context of the black Atlantic.
Yet, at the same time, the book also draws on these texts precisely
because they have been circulated to many different parts of the globe.
Mwase's book has three vectors; Bunyan, Chilembwe, and the
miscellany of pamphlets. The first two are manifesdy texts that have
circulated: as Mwase was aware, Bunyan had traveled to many different
quarters of the world and had entered the continent on a variety of
different intellectual routes. Chilembwe's story traveled widely as well.
His spectacular uprising had brought him to the attention of the British
state and pubHc, while his name had become important in the African
American world and was to be discussed by intellectuals like C. L. R.
James and Marcus Garvey. As Shepperson and Price note, Chilem
bwe's name was "common currency amongst street-corner agitators
from the Garvey movement in New York."^'
By attaching his own pamphlets to these two traveling texts,
Mwase appears to hope that they too would circulate and enter a
dialogue with the readers they encountered. This question of how texts
interact with and interpellate their readers was one that interested
Mwase as his discussions of the freedom of the press and expression
demonstrate. For him, the social meanings of writing were particularly
compelling. This •v^s an issue that he approached through Bunyan's
"Apology" for The Pilgrim's Process.

* III *
Bunyan's "Apology" has been discussed extensively. It has generally
been seen as setting out and justifying the core paradox of Bunyan's
work: the countervailing demands of Puritan doctrine and literary

' Shepperson and Price, IndepmdtntAfiican, 433.
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narrative, piety, and imagination.''" As a result, the "Apology" has been
discussed as a set of instructions to readers, a guide on how to
negotiate the paradoxes of the texts.''^ Mwase's text adds a new per
spective to this debate: he sees the apology not solely as a set of in
structions about how to read but also as a manual about how to write.
Mwase's Apology reads as follows:
When at the first I took my pen in hand, that for to write, I
did not understand that I at all should make any kind of a
book in any kind of mode. Yea, I have undertaken a risk of
so-doing, have encouraged myself to carry on with it, which,
when almost done, made me to be aware of its modification
therein.
I find not that I am denied the use of this my method,
so, I do not mean to abuse when putting in the words and
comparison of things of old and new thereon, nor I mean to
rude the handling of any authority, power, nor with the
intent of harming one or all in my application, but, all that I
may seek the advantage of experience, this or that way.
I know that there are men who are high as trees in
wisdom and knowledge, who will write dialogue wise; yet,
none of them, in this country has done a slight of them yet.
Indeed if I abuse the power or authority in my own compos
ing of this, take clearly that such abuses are due to inexperi
ence, do not grasp it wrongly and compare it an impudent.
Anything wrongly recorded or wrongly compared I did not
mean to put in such unfavorable means at all. I know and
believe that my book will not be appreciable one in the eyes
and feelings of the great men. Therefore anything wrongly
written is due to inadequate of knowledge and not to be
taken as an insolent."*^
U. Milo Kaufinann, ThePilffim'sProg^ssandTmditiomittPurHanMeditation (New Haven:Yale
University Press, 1966); Thomas H. Luxon, '"Not I, but Christ': AUegory and the Puritan
Self," ELH 60 (1993): 899-937.
^
Michael Davies, Graceful Keading: Theologf and Narrative in the Works of John Butffan (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2002),175-222; Barbara A.Johnson, Beading Piers Plonman and The
Pilgrim's Progress: Beception and the Protestant Beader (Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern
Illinois University Press, 1992), 1-28.
Mwase, Strike,1-2.
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Mwase's preface selects three passages from the orig^al. The first
paragraph broadly follows Bunyan's opening:
When at the first I took my pen in hand
Thus for to write, I did not understand
That I at all should make a little book
In such a mode; nay I had undertook
To make another; which, when almost done.
Before I was aware, I this begun.''^
In the original, this is followed by several hundred lines in which
Bunyan defends, to an imagined and at times critical audience, his use
of fictional and metaphorical devices, a style of writing of which some
Puritans disapproved.
Toward the end of the poem, Bunyan sets out three further
defences of his method: "Three things let me propound; then I submit
/ To those that are my betters, as is fit."'*^ The first of these points
reads as follows and forms the basis of Mwase's second paragraph:
1. I find not that I am denied the use
Of this my method, so I no abuse
Put on the words, things, readers; or be rude
In handling figure or similitude.
In application; but, all that I may.
Seek the advance of truth this or that way.^^
The second point reads:
2.1 find that men (as high as trees) wiU write
Dialogue-wise; yet no man doth them slight
For wnting so: indeed, if they abuse
Truth, cursed be they, and the craft they use
To that intent; but yet let truth be free
To make her sallies up thee and me.''®
" Bunyan, Vilffim's Pngfvss, 43.
" Bunyan, 47.
Bunyan, 47.
* Bunyan, 48.
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Given his mission school background, it covild well be the case that
Mwase was recalling chunks of the "Apology" from memory.
However, if he knew these bits off by heart, it is likely that he knew the
entire thing. What principle of selection does he follow? The first
point to note is that he sidesteps the debate on religious truth and
representation. Instead he picks out passages that focus on questions
of composition and the difficulties (and risks) of writing. He seems
interested in writing as a concept on three related levels: firsdy, as a
physical and material activity; secondly, as a mode of composition,
discourse and genre; and thirdly, as a social force that can convene a
public. With regard to the first point, Mwase frequently stresses the
process of writing as a physical action in words like "the pen's error."^'
Mwase also sees the book as something that is very literally made, like
a piece of technology. Mwase portrays himself (somewhat incorrecdy)
as being the first African in Nyasaland to write a book. He likens
himself to an inventor of technology whose feat will be developed and
followed by others:
It is always the case everywhere, around the wide worid, that
useful methods of making, or doing something good, bad or
popular, are to brought into the notice of many, by one
particular person, and that, indeed, wiU remind the wise
people to think deep or if possible beyond the first person's
methods. As for instance, the methods of one Sir (was he
knighted before or after?) Isaac Newton, with regard the
boiling kettie by which he adopted the methods of making a
steamer, of course, he made one for a trial, although coarse."**
In this passage (which, as Rotberg notes, confuses Newton and Watt),
the writing of a book becomes defined as a process of material
invention, production and manufacture, a view shared by Bunyan as
discussed in more detail below.
When he addresses the problem of genre in the second definition
of writing, Mwase raises the question of how to "form" or "frame" a

Mwase, Strike, 86.
Mwase, 10.
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book."' At one point he notes: "to form a book is quite easy enough,
but to collect words for the book is very heavy than the weight of a
living elephant."®' The third point about writing—^how written
documents convene publics—comes up frequendy. Mwase often
addresses "the public"®' direcdy. He also broaches the question of
how an individual text might appeal to, or intellectually convene, a
large group of people: "I reckon it hard enough to gather up the brains
and minds of thousands, to come to agree to an idea formed by one
brain, especially by a brain of a low dass person such as myself."®^
Mwase's ongoing concern with questions of dialogue as an interaction
of reader and text forms part of this interest in how texts interact with
and constitute their readers.
Writing, then, carries a set of multivalent and related meanings: a
mgtprigl set of actions, a production of particular genres, and a social
process of shaping public opinion. It is in Bunyan's "Apology" that
Mwase detects similar understandings of writing. Firstiy, the idea of
writing as a physical and material activity is prominent in Bunyan's
"Apology." Bunyan begins by telling us that he has his "pen in hand"
and that he "scribbles." The idea of physical writing is closely linked
to questions of composition, and the physical process of writing itself
seems to spur on the process of genre formation:
Thus I set pen to paper with delight.
And quickly had my thoughts in black and white.
For having now my method by the end.
Still as I pulled it came; and so I penned
It down; until it came at last to be
For length and breadth, the bigness which you see.®®
Writing is also a form for, quite literally, constituting an audience.
Before deciding whether to publish his book, Bunyan shows the
written manuscript to a circle of associates to garner their opinions.
Consequently, a handwritten document constitutes a form of publicaMwase, 3,5,7.
^ Mwase, 7.
" Mwase, 3,33,56.
"Mwase, 6-7.
" Bunyan, Pitffim's Prog-ess, 43.
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tion with its own ptotocols of dissemination and consumption. As
Keeble indicates, writing (by hand) was a form of Nonconformist
literary production: sermons were written out and distributed to small
groups, while letters played a role in keeping up a sense of solidarity
among persecuted Nonconformists.^'* In other instances, Bunyan used
writing (rather than printing as a form of publication: Relation of his
Imprisonment oxo^e. from five letters originally addressed to his Bedford
congregation. During Bunyan's lifetime, these hand-written letters
constituted a form of publication. Only in 1765 were they published in
the modern sense of being committed to print.'' Adrian Johns has
noted that, in the slighdy different context of early modern printing,
manuscripts persisted as a form of publication not only because some
of the elite regarded the new mechanick industry of printing as vulgar
and suspect but also because manuscripts could avoid the pitfalls of
piracy that assailed the early modern printingindustry." Writing, then,
was a form of cultural production and publication that existed
alongside print and was not necessarily seen as prior to it.
Mwase likewise appears to treat handwriting and typewriting, since
the handwritten manuscript was typed out after he left prison,'^ as
forms of publication. It may of course be argued that Mwase wrote
because he couldn't have his material printed and published. He lived
in a world where Africans had limited access to print: presses were
controlled either by setders or missionaries. The former would almost
never countenance publishing anything by an African; the latter
published a very narrow range of religious and improving texts,
generally produced by missionaries or by the very top end of the
African mission elite. As an African of the middling sort, Mwase
would have had almost no prospect of having his work published. His
recourse to handwriting and typewriting, then, may be explained by
these hurdles placed in his way. However, one can also read Mwase's
work as a form of production in its own right: it is a legitimate form of

^ N. H. Keeble, The Litercay Culture of Noucouformity in Later Stventeentb-Centuty England
(Leicester: University of Leicester Press, 1987), 78-82.
W. R. Owens, "Introduction," in John Bunyan, GraceAhoun£ng to the Chief of Sinners (1666;
London: Penguin, 1987), xiv.
^ Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book: Print and Knowledge in the Mating (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1998) 458-59.
" Rotberg, "Introduction," xxxix.
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publication, not only a form of printing manque. He certainly made his
work public by forwarding a copy of the manuscript to a colonial
official.
The type of literary production that Mwase undertook is one that
is increasingly being recognized as distinctive as it emerged from the
social world of the African sub-elite. Mwase is an almost ideal member
of this category. As a man with primary and possibly some limited
secondary education, Mwase belonged neither to the top end of
tertiary-educated mission elites nor to the world of workers and
peasants. Recently a growing body of work has developed on the
distinctive forms of writing and cultural production by this sub-elite
group." Unlike the writing of the African elite, which tended to
emukte canonical forms, on the one hand, or the works of the chiefly
classes, which emphasized "traditional" and often oral production in
African languages, on the other, the writing of the sub-elite is "inbetween" and draws on a variety of genres, languages, and media (oral
and written, image and text) in which texts become multilingual and
multimedia portfolios. Such popular forms of writing generally had a
strong didactic streak, overlaying the moralism of "traditional" oral
stories with the didacticism of mission forms (although in some
accounts the idea of attaching an explicit moral to an oral story was
itself a product of the interaction of mission and "traditional" forms)."
Importantly, such sub-elite forms of cultural production produce
distinctive ideas about the technologies of writing. Instead of positing
a neat evolution of media (from oral to written to print), these media
are seen to coexist as expressive options; hence, writing is riot a stage
before printing but can become a form of publication in its own right,
albeit on a limited scale. The number of handwritten diaries, local
histories, and biographies produced and often displayed as personal
archives and reliquaries attest to this trend.® Rather like Mwase, such
" Karin Barber, ed., Africa's Hiddtri Histories: Text, Person and the Colonial State (Bloomington:
Indiaiu University Press, in press); Paul La Hausse de Lalouviere, Pjstless Identities: Signatures
of Nationalism,"Lulu Ethnicity and History in the Lives ofPetros Lamula (c. 1881-1948) and Lymon
Mahng (1889-c. 1936)(Pietermatitzburg; University of Natal Press, 2000); Stephanie Newell,
Literary Culture of Colonial Ghana: 'Hov to Pity the Game of Life" (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2002).
"Hofmeyr, 'WeSpend,"SA.
Stephan F. Miescher, "The life Histories of Boakye Yiadom (Akasease Kofi of Abetift,
Kwawu): Exploring the Subjectivity and "Voices' of a Teacher-Catecbist in Colonial Ghana,"
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sub-dite writets have been known to use state archives as repositories
and as sites in which to publish and preserve their handwritten docu
ments.®*
These forrns of popular or sub-elite writing generate their own
modes of circulation and consumption. It was Mwase's particular
insight that he was able to understand Bunyan as a model for this set
of practices. As a figure grappling with the question of audiences in a
world of political repression, formulating a "new" genre through which
to address his fellows, and working with coexisting writing technolo
gies, Bunyan and his explanation of his method in the "Apology" for
The Tilffim's Progress had much to offer Mwase who, in the didactic
spirit characteristic of much sub-elite writing, turns Bunyan into a
handbook or manual on how to write.
It is this form of interpretation that can be read as Mwase's mode
of "reading in circulation." By looking carefully at how other texts with
a wide circulation attempted to solve their problems of addressing a
public, Mwase extracts a series of key lessons about writing. Writing
must be produced according to particular rules of composition and
these rules in turn must allow the book to speak to and circulate within
a large and indefinite public. That he chose The Pilgrim's Progress as his
model can help to throwlight not only on Mtirase's context and on the
world which produced Bunyan's text but also on the various meanings
that this text had accrued as it passed through different intellectual
contexts. By reading The Pilgrim's Progress as a text in circulation, Mwase
consumes the book as world literature and makes himself a reader and
writer of the world.
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